Green Dot is a commitment to prevent sexual assault by making culture changes at Tufts. Green Dot invites you to do your part in any way you feel comfortable. Ask me what Green Dot means to me:

• My green dot represents my belief that we can make changes to our community to prevent sexual assault

• My green dot means I will look out for my fellow Jumbos

• My green dot means I believe sexual assault happens on our campus and I want to prevent it

• My green dot means I will be a visible presence on campus that is against sexual assault

• My green dot means I can help if you need me

• My green dot means I want Tufts to be a safer place

• My green dot means if someone approaches me and says someone is in trouble, I will help

• My green dot means you can talk to me

• My green dot means I’m going to say something if a situation looks creepy/threatening

@Tuftsgreendot  @TuftsCARE